Name of the Tool

Flickr

Home Page

Logo

URL

https://www.flickr.com/

Subject

Photograph collections

Accessibility

Flickr offers three types of account: Free, Ad Free and Doublr. The free option
includes one terabyte of storage limited to 200 MB per photo and 1 GB per video
with maximum length 3 minutes. The Ad Free option allows subscribers to avoid
advertisements for an annual fee. The Doublr account includes twice the storage of a
free account.
In May 2011, Flickr added an option to easily reverse an account termination,
motivated by the accidental deletion of a Flickr user's account, and public reporting
of its protracted restoration. Flickr may delete accounts without giving any reason or
warning to the account's owner.

Language

Multilingual (available in - Chinese (traditional), English, French, German,
Indonesian, Italian, Korean, Portuguese, Spanish and Vietnamese )

Publisher

Yahoo!

Brief History

Flickr was launched in February 2004 by Ludicorp, a Vancouver-based company
founded by Stewart Butterfield and Caterina Fake. Yahoo acquired Ludicorp and
Flickr in March 20, 2005. Flickr upgraded its services from beta to "gamma" in May
2006.
On 20 May 2013, Flickr launched the first stage of a major site redesign, introducing
a "Justified View" close-spaced photo layout browsed via "infinite scrolling" and
adding new features, including one terabyte of free storage for all users, a scrolling
home page (mainly of contacts photos and comments) and updated Android app.
On May 7, 2015, Yahoo launched the site, adding a revamped Camera Roll, a new
way to upload photos and upgraded the site's apps. The new Uploader application
was made available for Macs, Windows and mobile devices.

Scope and Coverage

Flickr covers almost all types of images.

Kind of Information

Flickr is an image hosting and video hosting website and web services suite that was
created by Ludicorp. In addition to being a popular website for users to share and
embed personal photographs, and effectively an online community, the service is
widely used by photo researchers and by bloggers to host images that they embed in
blogs and social media.
The Verge (is an American technology news and media network) reported in March
2013 that Flickr had a total of 87 million registered members and more than 3.5
million new images uploaded daily. In August 2011 the site reported that it was
hosting more than 6 billion images and this number continues to grow steadily
according to reporting sources. Photos and videos can be accessed from Flickr
without the need to register an account but an account must be made in order to
upload content onto the website. Registering an account also allows users to create a
profile page containing photos and videos that the user has uploaded and also grants
the ability to add another Flickr user as a contact. For mobile users, Flickr has
official mobile apps for iOS, Android, and PlayStation Vita, operating systems, and
an optimized mobile website.

Special Features

 The images a Flickr photographer uploads go into their sequential "photostream",
the basis of a Flickr account. All photostreams can be displayed as a justified
view, a slideshow, a "detail" view or a date stamped archive. Clicking on a
photostream image opens it in the interactive "photo page" alongside data,
comments and facilities for embedding images on external websites. These are
the photostreams available in Flickr -

 Users can search images using a world map where user needs to select a place to
see the images.

 Both quick and advanced search facilities are available.

Arrangement Pattern

All the photos are categorically arranged.
As for example,

Remarks

Flickr is one of the best online photo management and sharing application in the
world.

Comparable Tools

 Getty Images ( http://www.gettyimages.in/)
 iStock ( http://www.istockphoto.com/in)

Date of Access

May 22, 2017

